SUCCESS STORY
V-BELT

INDUSTRY
Oil/Gas

APPLICATION
Pump Jack

COMPANY PROFILE
Large Oil Field Producer

PROBLEM
An oil field had several two stage pump jack stations. Both stage drives ran 4 long single C section belts, but due to variations in the belts nominal lengths, the pump jacks were failing after a few months. The customer was looking for a solution to minimize shutdowns at the wells.

SOLUTION
Optibelt VB C section v-belts

RESULTS
The customer replaced the existing belts with Optibelt S=C Plus v-belts. Optibelt’s high quality materials and advanced processes ensure the tightest v-belt length tolerances in the world. The switch to Optibelt v-belts resulted in more than 2X the belt life.

The customer was ecstatic with the improved savings and production and converted all two stage pump jacks at the field to Optibelt. This resulted in an estimated annual savings of more than $100,000.